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PlanPlan

�� Survey of current practiceSurvey of current practice

�� Outline the wellbeing model of sexual Outline the wellbeing model of sexual 
expression in dementiaexpression in dementia

�� The model in practiceThe model in practice

�� Case studyCase study



What is sexuality?What is sexuality?

�� Sexuality is a problem that we must control and Sexuality is a problem that we must control and 
manage. It can get out of control very easily if we manage. It can get out of control very easily if we 
are not careful. We must avoid encouraging old men are not careful. We must avoid encouraging old men 
to be affectionate and not give too many hugs that to be affectionate and not give too many hugs that 
might be misunderstood. We must watch the men might be misunderstood. We must watch the men 
around the old women in case they canaround the old women in case they can’’t control t control 
themselves. Many of them are just predators.themselves. Many of them are just predators.

�� Sexuality is an expression of personhood (our sense Sexuality is an expression of personhood (our sense 
of who we are in relationship with others), our of who we are in relationship with others), our 
sensual, emotional and spiritual self involving sensual, emotional and spiritual self involving 
touching, talking and engaging in sexual touching, talking and engaging in sexual behaviourbehaviour



Sexual expression: Sexual expression: 

�� Sexual intercourseSexual intercourse

�� MasturbationMasturbation

�� Oral sexOral sex

�� PettingPetting

�� HuggingHugging

�� TouchingTouching

�� FlirtingFlirting

�� Talking loving wordsTalking loving words

�� Reading romantic booksReading romantic books

�� Seeing romantic or erotic Seeing romantic or erotic 
moviesmovies



Sexuality Intimacy



What is intimacy?What is intimacy?

�� The experience of being known, understood The experience of being known, understood 
and lovedand loved

�� Includes talking loving words, kissing, Includes talking loving words, kissing, 
hugging, and body contacthugging, and body contact

�� A sense of connection or relationship A sense of connection or relationship 



Current situationCurrent situation
ActionsActions

�� Inappropriate touching self or others or using Inappropriate touching self or others or using 
inappropriate words to coinappropriate words to co--residents or to residents or to 
staffstaff

RelationshipsRelationships

�� Both have dementia and do not have partnersBoth have dementia and do not have partners

�� Both have dementia and one has a partnerBoth have dementia and one has a partner

�� Partner/adult child does/does not consent to Partner/adult child does/does not consent to 
the relationshipthe relationship

�� He/she has dementia and other does notHe/she has dementia and other does not



Current practiceCurrent practice

�� Sometimes positive staff who care with great Sometimes positive staff who care with great 
empathy and understandingempathy and understanding

�� Often staff are negative and lacking an Often staff are negative and lacking an 
alternative to individual moresalternative to individual mores

�� Sometimes punitive Sometimes punitive –– blaming and blaming and 
stigmatisingstigmatising

�� Most often focused on control/managementMost often focused on control/management

�� Risk eliminationRisk elimination



Wellbeing modelWellbeing model



Conceptual basisConceptual basis

�� A human being is constituted as A human being is constituted as ‘‘personperson’’ by by 
being in relationshipbeing in relationship

�� There are identifiable signs of wellbeing and There are identifiable signs of wellbeing and 
illbeingillbeing

�� Human person is not static but DynamicHuman person is not static but Dynamic
�� Capacity is not either/orCapacity is not either/or

�� Person with dementia can agree (has the Person with dementia can agree (has the 
capacity to decide) to participate in sexual capacity to decide) to participate in sexual 
activityactivity

�� Agreement to participate is indicated by signs Agreement to participate is indicated by signs 
of wellbeingof wellbeing



Signs of wellbeingSigns of wellbeing

�� Assertiveness, or being able Assertiveness, or being able 
to express wishes in an to express wishes in an 
acceptable wayacceptable way

�� Bodily relaxationBodily relaxation
�� Sensitivity to the emotional Sensitivity to the emotional 

needs of othersneeds of others
�� HumourHumour
�� Positive mood: smiling, Positive mood: smiling, 

laughing, happylaughing, happy
�� Engaged with external Engaged with external 

world: people, objects, world: people, objects, 
activitiesactivities

�� Creative selfCreative self--expression expression 
(such as singing, dancing or (such as singing, dancing or 
painting)painting)

�� Taking pleasure in some Taking pleasure in some 
aspects of daily lifeaspects of daily life

�� HelpfulnessHelpfulness
�� Initiating social contactInitiating social contact
�� AffectionAffection
�� SelfSelf--respect (such as being respect (such as being 

concerned about hygiene, concerned about hygiene, 
tidiness and appearance)tidiness and appearance)

�� Expressing a full range of Expressing a full range of 
emotions, both emotions, both ‘‘positivepositive’’
and and ‘‘negativenegative’’

�� Acceptance of others who Acceptance of others who 
also have dementiaalso have dementia

Source: Bradford Dementia Group, University of Bradford 2005



Signs of Signs of illbeingillbeing

�� Depressed or despairingDepressed or despairing

�� Unresolved grieving Unresolved grieving 
over losses; sadnessover losses; sadness

�� Intense anger or Intense anger or 
aggression; displeasureaggression; displeasure

�� Agitated or restlessAgitated or restless

�� Anxiety or fearAnxiety or fear

�� BoredomBoredom

�� Listlessness, apathy and Listlessness, apathy and 
withdrawalwithdrawal

�� Physical discomfort or Physical discomfort or 
painpain

�� Bodily tensionBodily tension

�� Easily Easily ‘‘walked overwalked over’’ by by 
other peopleother people

�� Feeling and acting like Feeling and acting like 
an outsideran outsider

Source: Bradford Dementia Group, University of Bradford 2005
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Disturbed Disturbed behaviourbehaviour
is the communication is the communication 

of an unmet needof an unmet need

Source: Kitwood T. (1997). Dementia reconsidered: The person comes first.



Source: Kitwood, T. (1997). Dementia reconsidered: The person comes first



NeedsNeeds--based problem solvingbased problem solving

�� What unmet needs are shaping this personWhat unmet needs are shaping this person’’s s 
actions? actions? Comfort Attachment etcComfort Attachment etc

�� Once the needs are identifiedOnce the needs are identified……

�� What other ways can we satisfy these needs What other ways can we satisfy these needs 
so that the person is so that the person is contentedcontented and the risks and the risks 
and difficulty do not occur or are and difficulty do not occur or are 
diminished?diminished?

�� What risk management do we need to put in What risk management do we need to put in 
place so that the vulnerable persons are place so that the vulnerable persons are 
protected?protected?



Comprehensive wellbeing modelComprehensive wellbeing model

1.1. Admission: Inform families of your approachAdmission: Inform families of your approach

2.2. Enlist and educate GPs, police and mental Enlist and educate GPs, police and mental 
health teamshealth teams

3.3. Educate staff in the wellbeing approach to Educate staff in the wellbeing approach to 
sexuality at inductionsexuality at induction

4.4. Assess using Assess using ‘‘needsneeds--based problem solvingbased problem solving’’

5.5. Review documentation to be consistent and Review documentation to be consistent and 
nonnon--judgmentaljudgmental

6.6. Review protocolsReview protocols



Frank, 83 yrsFrank, 83 yrs

�� Gregarious, liked the company of women all Gregarious, liked the company of women all 
his lifehis life

�� Touching self and others in publicTouching self and others in public

�� Serial partners  Serial partners  -- not sure if they were not sure if they were 
?Cooperative??Cooperative?

�� GP GP –– AndrocurAndrocur and Haloperidoland Haloperidol

�� Staff compassionate but not proactively Staff compassionate but not proactively 
protecting the females. Not enhancing his lifeprotecting the females. Not enhancing his life



Frank, 83 yrsFrank, 83 yrs

�� Agreement from bothAgreement from both

�� Facilitate privacy and monitor, sustain wellbeingFacilitate privacy and monitor, sustain wellbeing

�� ?Agreement from both??Agreement from both?

�� review and enhance wellbeingreview and enhance wellbeing

�� engage in other activitiesengage in other activities

�� monitor and protectmonitor and protect

�� Regular and frequent observationsRegular and frequent observations

�� Observe for changes to agreement to participateObserve for changes to agreement to participate



Frank Frank -- strategiesstrategies

�� Protect the female residents with regular Protect the female residents with regular 
monitoring of his movementsmonitoring of his movements

�� Understand his needs Understand his needs 

�� Identity: roosterIdentity: rooster

�� Comfort: previously liked touchComfort: previously liked touch

�� Attachment: Wife died in recent years. Sex a big Attachment: Wife died in recent years. Sex a big 
part of their life togetherpart of their life together

�� Occupation: Not enough to doOccupation: Not enough to do



�� Meet his needs in another wayMeet his needs in another way

�� IdentityIdentity: Celebrate Frank: Celebrate Frank’’s achievements and his s achievements and his 
importance in the group. Boost his sense of self. importance in the group. Boost his sense of self. 
RecogniseRecognise himhim

�� ComfortComfort: Staff to regularly touch him on the : Staff to regularly touch him on the 
arms, hugs, holding etc. Nonarms, hugs, holding etc. Non--task touch. task touch. 
Warmth GenuinenessWarmth Genuineness

�� AttachmentAttachment: Staff spend time talking about his : Staff spend time talking about his 
wife with him and his photo album. Encourage wife with him and his photo album. Encourage 
contact with other family members and friends contact with other family members and friends 
from the townfrom the town

�� OccupationOccupation: Engage him with regular offers of : Engage him with regular offers of 
social, walking and other physical activity. Mensocial, walking and other physical activity. Men’’s s 
groupgroup



Documentation to avoidDocumentation to avoid

�� I I discovereddiscovered him in her roomhim in her room……

�� He looked guiltyHe looked guilty

�� He repeatedly groped herHe repeatedly groped her

�� He stalked the corridor waiting for the staff He stalked the corridor waiting for the staff 
to go to teato go to tea

�� I saw him lurking outside her roomI saw him lurking outside her room

�� He is a deviate who doesnHe is a deviate who doesn’’t belong here. He t belong here. He 
should be in a psych hospitalshould be in a psych hospital

�� He is a predatorHe is a predator



Preferred documentingPreferred documenting

�� I I discovereddiscovered him in her roomhim in her room……

�� I entered the room and saw Tom and MaryI entered the room and saw Tom and Mary……

�� He looked guiltyHe looked guilty

�� He looked away when I walked up to himHe looked away when I walked up to him

�� He repeatedly groped herHe repeatedly groped her

�� He touched her breast several timesHe touched her breast several times

�� She stalked the corridor waiting for the staff She stalked the corridor waiting for the staff 
to go to teato go to tea

�� She was observed walking in the corridorShe was observed walking in the corridor



�� I saw him lurking outside her roomI saw him lurking outside her room

�� I observed Tom standing outside MaryI observed Tom standing outside Mary’’s s 
roomroom

�� He is a deviate who doesnHe is a deviate who doesn’’t belong here. He t belong here. He 
should be in a psych hospitalshould be in a psych hospital

�� Keep your opinions to yourself! Keep your opinions to yourself! 

�� He is a predatorHe is a predator

�� DonDon’’t write this ever!t write this ever!



Comprehensive wellbeing modelComprehensive wellbeing model

1.1. Admission: Inform families of your approachAdmission: Inform families of your approach

2.2. Enlist and educate GPs, police and mental Enlist and educate GPs, police and mental 
health teamshealth teams

3.3. Educate staff in the wellbeing approach to Educate staff in the wellbeing approach to 
sexuality at inductionsexuality at induction

4.4. Assess using Assess using ‘‘needsneeds--based problem solvingbased problem solving’’

5.5. Review documentation to be consistent and Review documentation to be consistent and 
nonnon--judgmentaljudgmental

6.6. Review protocolsReview protocols


